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ABSTRACT
This thesis is directed to the area of typography and the affects certain
typefaces have on a reader's perception of the message of a text.
There have been both empirical and non-empirical studies done that
show evidence that connotations and feelings have been associated with
typefaces.
The intent of this study was to determine the feelings associated with a
particular group of typefaces by relating each face to a list of adjective pairs
and comparing the results with the content of books which incorporated the
face on their jackets. This was to determine whether the content of a book
and the feeling of the typeface used on its cover correlated with each other
in order to aid in the reader's perception of the subject matter. The book
jackets consisted of only type, with no other photograph or illustration.
The method of testing used is called the semantic differential method.
This method systematically measures degrees ofmeanings for various
stimuli; the typefaces in this case.
Twenty typefaces were chosen to be tested against twenty-two pairs of
antonym attributes. A normal distribution was set up for each pair of
attributes and the results found eight typefaces with two or more attributes
of one standard deviation or higher. A sample set of books incorporating one
of these eight typefaces on their jackets was collected and the contents of
these books were compared with the typeface's attributes. Content matter of
the books was determined from bookstore categories, catalog listings, and
jacket flap summaries.
ix
From the sample sets, the percentage of contents corresponding to an
attribute ranged from 0 to 100% for certain faces and certain attributes.
Some choices of typefaces seemed very appropriate for a book's content
while others did not. It was concluded that although books are categorized
by their content, those responsible for choosing typefaces for the covers of
these books 1 .) do not always take this categorizing into consideration, or
2.) are not aware of the feelings and connotaions people get from various
typefaces.
In response to these conclusions, a corollary investigation was performed
to determine the reasons book designers do choose particular typefaces
when designing book jackets. The responses included individual and per
sonal reasons; production, supplier and time limitations; and specific protocol
within publishing houses. All felt that a resource containing information
regarding typefaces and the feelings they stimulate would be valuable.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Communication is said to be the operation where signals are generated by
one system (a source), in order to influence in some way, another system (a
receiver). In verbal communication the signals are the spoken words which
are organized in sentences to communicate a message to the receiver. Along
with the spoken words may accompany non-verbal signals which could also
influence the receiver. Examples of these would be facial and postural
expressions, hand jestures and voice intonation. The use of these devices is
called aesthetic
communication.1 These devices correspond to the feelings,
meanings and other connotations transmitted along with the actual stated
message.
2
Written communication is an extension of verbal communication. The
non-verbal signals present in verbal communication such as facial
expressions, jestures and voice intonation, however, are bypassed when
speech is transformed into writing. Therefore it is necessary to make up for
this loss by arranging these words in an effective visual presentation.3
The art of selecting and arranging the alphanumerics used to compose
these words is called typography.4 Printing is the method ofmass producing
this total visual presentation in order to transmit a message from one person
(source) to a number of receivers.
This study focuses on the use of typography as a means of creating the
visual affects in written communication for the purpose of facilitating the
perception of a message.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER I
Osgood, C. E., Succi, G.J., and Tannenbaum, P.H., TheMeasurement of
Meaning. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971), p.273.
2 Osgood et al., p. 273.
Turnbull, A.T., and Baird, R.N., The Graphics of Communication. (New
York: Holt, Rinehart andWinston, 1975), p. 4
Zachrisson, B., Studies in the Legibility of Printed Text. (Stockholm:
Almqvist andWiksell, 1965), p. 18.
CHAPTER n
BACKGROUNDAND
LITERATURE REVIEW
Since before 1900, French typographers have been correlating typefaces
to the character of their textmaterial.5 Edouard Pelletan, one of France's best
bibliophile publishers said,
"The black-on-white must have its own personality too, inde
pendently of the illustration. I have seldom seen a more beau
tiful text than that of the Traite du Sublime ofLongin in the
Bodoni edition. . . . For each work a type face has to be found."6
Another French author, Jean Bruller, writes of the difference between Old
Style families, "Each of them has such a personal physiognomy, which has
such influence on the aspect of a text."7
There have been a few experimental studies investigating congeniality,
feeling-tone and the atmosphere-value of typefaces. The intent here is to
highlight those experiments pertinent to the direction of this study.
What seems to be the first study indicating the possibility of assigning
atmosphere-value to objects was in 1920 by Berliner who studied 18
typefaces in respect to four products: fish, pork and beans, pancake flour and
orange marmalade. Her conclusions indicate that certain categories of
products have an atmosphere-value as judged by the ranking of particular
typefaces to each
category.8 The study may be criticized as the 20 subjects
were all female and the types were designed by a New York ad agency and
do not resemble any printing
types.9
In 1923, Poffenberger and Franken examined 29 typefaces and their
appropriateness to five qualities: cheapness, dignity, economy, luxury and
strength; and five commodities: automobiles, building material, coffee,
jewelry and perfume. The method used was ranking. Results showed that
subjects were able to
"feel"
the appropriateness or lack of appropriateness of
the typefaces to the commodities and qualities. Many of these typefaces are
scarcely used
today.10
Schiller used those same qualities and commodities in a 1935 study with
other types and found similar results. That study also included color
combinations in advertising.11
In 1933, Davis and Smith studied different variations ofmechanical
characteristics such as bold, italic, size and condensed/expanded aspects of
typefaces and their affect on atmosphere-value. Thirteen typefaces, 23
products and 24 feelings were used. A comparison of testing method was
done. When feelings were chosen to fit a typeface, results were more easily
generalized. When a typeface was chosen to match a product or feeling, the
products were more likely to produce different feelings in different persons.
The rankings were less uniform.12
In 1938, Ovink determined the appropriateness of 30 typefaces for eight
ideas and eight literary topics. Three categories of atmosphere-value were
determined: luxury-refinement, economy-precision and strength.13
In 1959, Burt observed correlations between pleasantness and
readability of typefaces. These relationships were found to be related to
previous habits and
experiences.14
Haskins made a study in 1958 of the appropriateness of certain typefaces
used in ten headlines by assigning the most appropriate headline and
typeface to magazine articles. His findings seemed to show that more specific
typefaces were chosen for the "higher tension" articles.15
Wrolstad's 1959 study involved adult judgements of
"good"
and
"poor"
typography influenced by design principles. Factors such as age, sex and
education of respondents were included. Certain variables such as young
women and high-mid educational groups showed a slight preference toward
good typographic design. Symmetrical designs for the principles of contrast
and balance were preferred and assymetrical designs for the principles of
proportion and unity. In general, there was no significant difference found in
adult preference toward good or poor typographic design.16
In 1964, Wendt used semantic differentials to judge typefaces. This study
was conducted in Germany and therefore restricts the generality of the
results and the interpretation of the attributes. The method of testing,
however, was stated by the author as being a successful and valuable tool in
obtaining quantitative measurements of typeface
similarities.17
In 1968, Kastl and Child experimented with characteristics such as
angular vs. curved, bold vs. light, simple vs. ornate, and serif vs. sans-serif.
Results from this study found a relationship between angular, curved,
ornate, bold and light characteristics and adjective sets. Simple types showed
no significant main affects on their own but rather enhanced other main
affects where ornateness did not. Serif and sans-serif types acted both as a
main affect in some cases and acted to enhance other affects in other
cases.18
These studies indicate that there is evidence to the fact of associating
typefaces with meanings or connotations. These associations are made
regardless of the denotations of the words themselves or the content of the
text matter.
The selection of typefaces by means other than experimental studies are
varied. Typographers and designers sometimes choose a particular typeface
based on knowledge known as the "lore" of the face. This lore comes from
literature on the designing of the letters and the cutting of the punches.19
The Intertype Corporation suggests typefaces have a certain spirit.20 The
spirits arise from the historical periods in which the faces were designed, the
purpose for which they were designed and the ideas they intended to
express. These factors are what constitute the physiognomy of the face and
this physiognomy or design is the vehicle through which the spirit is
conveyed. It is felt that this intangible attribute should be placed ahead of
physical characteristics in the choice of typefaces.21
Psychological implications have sometimes been used to choose
appropriate typefaces. A visual impression of texture is derived from a
paragraph of text. This impression is defined as a tonal textural feeling and
is derived from the physical quality of the text matter. Impressions such as
strength is suggested by a paragraph set in Bodoni or delicacy as suggested
by the same paragraph set in Caslon.22
Dair, in his book, also suggests the use of the characteristics of a typeface
such as the varying weights of the letters or the slant of the strokes, to
create an overall texture or pattern. These textures can be subtle or quite
obvious. He compared a paragraph of type to a woven piece of cloth where
the texture of the textile (paragraph) is affected by the varying thicknesses
(weights) of the threads (lines of type) and the space separating the threads
(leading).23
Craig gives advice to beginning designers about choosing typefaces. He
suggests working with a small number of typefaces until one becomes
familiar with them. Choice is based initially on personal appeal and then
considerations should be made to match the
"personality"
of the typeface to
the product (being advertised) and the audience. Factors such as the amount
of copy and the degree of ornateness of the typeface should also be
considered.24
In a 1983 poll taken by CA magazine,25 ten noteworthy designers (as
judged by CA) were asked to make their choice of typefaces if they were
limited to only five. Reasons for choice were among the following.
Caslon has an enormous amount of character and Egiziano in its boldest
form is gutsy. Times Roman was viewed as sexy. Goudy Old Style was viewed
as flexible,Wooster as warm and friendly, andWalbaum looked squat when
set large.
"Classics"
such as Baskerville, Palatino, Goudy Old Style, Garamond and
Times Roman were chosen because they worked well together with other
faces and did not call attention to themselves.
One designer's choices were based on the selection of faces at a press
where he had first learned his craft. Another chose on the basis of his likes
and dislikes of the cuttings. Both were proprietors of small private presses at
the time of the survey.
As can be seen, professionals have different methods by which they
choose a typeface: by personal feelings they receive from the typeface, by its
utilization (whether text or display), its readability, function or physical
characteristics.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER H
5 Ovink, G.W., Legibility. Atmosphere-Value and Forms of Printing
Types. (Holland: A.Q. Sijthoff, 1938), p. 128.
6 Ovink, G.W., p. 128.
7 Ovink, G. W., p. 128.
Blum, M.L., An Investigation of the Emotional Connotations of
Printing Types. (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Rochester Institute of
Technology, 1979), p. 12.
9 Ovink, G.W., p. 134.
10 Blum, M.L., p. 13.
UOvink,G.W.,p. 134.
12Ovink,G.W.,p. 135.
13Ovink,G.W.,p. 174.
14Blum,M.L.,p. 16.
^ Haskins, J.B., Testing suitability of typefaces for editorial subject
matter,"Journal ofApplied Psychology. 35 (1958), pp. 186-94.
16 Wrolstad, M.E., "Adult preferences in typography: exploring the
function of
design," Journalism Quarterly. 37 (1960), pp. 211-21.
17 Wendt, D., "Semantic differential of typefaces as a method of
congeniality Journal of Typographic Research. 2 (1968), p. 4.
1 o
10 Kastl, A.J., and Child, I.L., "Emotional meaning of four
typographical variables," Journal of Applied Psychology. 52 (1968),
pp. 443-6.
9 Brinton, J.E., "The 'feeling' of type, faces," Communication Arts,
October, (1961), p. 43.
u Intertype Corporation, How to Select Type Faces. (Brooklyn: The
Intertype Corporation, 1949), p. 7.
Intertype Corporation, p. 8.
22 Turnbull, A.T., pp. 70-1.
23 Dair, C, Design with Type. (New York: Pellegrini and Cudahy,
1952), pp. 28-30,
Craig, J., Designing with Type: A Basic Course in Typography.
(New York: Watson-Guptill Publications, 1980), p. 44.
Stermer, D., "A Desert Island Question Concerning
Type,"
Communication Arts. September/October, 1983, pp. 72-7.
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CHAPTER UI
HYPOTHESIS
Previous studies have shown that typefaces can be associated with
feelings and connotations. If these feelings coincide with the meaning of a
particular text, then choosing that corresponding typeface should enhance
the reader's perception of the meaning of the message that is being
transmitted.
Books, according to their content, are categorized by both publishers and
retail book sellers. Since it can be shown that typefaces are associated with
particular feelings, typefaces used on book jackets should be chosen based
on both reader's feelings about the face and the categories under which the
book is listed.
-^
1 1
CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
Parti
The semantic differential is the experimentation method used in this
investigation. This method has been used in various human behavior studies
dealing with the measurement ofmeaning in a systematic way. This method
can be adapted to requirements set for any type of research problem as
there are no standard concepts or scales.26
Concepts are chosen dependent upon the purpose of the research. The
term
"concept"
refers to the stimulus to which the subject is responding. In
this study, the concepts tested were the typefaces.
Method of Testing
The concepts were tested by comparing the meaning or feeling received
from the concept (typeface) to a pair of terms. These terms were bipolar
adjectives or antonym attributes (a pair of terms which are opposite in
meaning). A list of the antonym attributes used are found in Table 1 . A
seven-step scale was inserted between these two opposite terms to increase
the sensitivity of the evaluation so that the subject could indicate the
direction and intensity of his judgement of the concept.
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Table 1
List of Antonym Attributes
hard/soft
light/heavy
serious/humorous
expensive/cheap
pleasing/annoying
modern/old-fashioned
energetic/relaxed
interesting/boring
masculine/feminine
liberal/conservative
rugged/delicate
prominent/ordinary
trendy/traditional
excited/relaxed
impulsive/restrained
active/passive
violent/peaceful
sentimental/unmoving
informative/frivolous
youthful/mature
romantic/dispassionate
mysterious/straight-forward
For example, the adjective pair of hot/cold was set up with the
seven-step scale as follows:
N
hot: cold
The subject was asked to judge a concept by marking the point on the scale
that best matched his feeling about it. From left to right, the scale read
"extremely
hot," "hot," "more hot than cold,""neutral, neither hot nor cold,"
"more cold than
hot," "cold," "extremely
cold."
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Stimuli
The concepts or stimuli that were used were 20 typefaces which are
currently used for books. A list and samples of these 20 typefaces can be
found in Table 2. The list was compiled of typefaces chosen from a survey of
the AIGA Graphic Design USA catalog (award-winning books division), the
Annual of the Type Directors Club, the AAUP Book and Jacket Show catalog
and from the experimenter's own observations.
Table 2
List of Stimuli
Bembo
Benguiat
Bookman
Century Expanded
Cooper Black
Eras
Eras Bold
Franklin Gothic
Garamond
Helvetica
Helvetica Bold
Korinna
Melior
Palatino
Palatino Bold
Plantin
Primer
Sabon
Tiffany
Trump Mediaeval
14
Table 2 (continued)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Bembo
ABCDEFQHIJKLMnOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Benguiat
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
XYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Bookman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Century Expanded
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
WXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Cooper Black
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Table 2 (continued)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Eras
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
XYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Eras Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Franklin Gothic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Garamond
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica
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Table 2 (continued)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Helvetica Bold
ABCDEFGHUKU^I^IOPQr^TUUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Korinna
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Melior
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Palatino
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Palatino Bold
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Table 2 (continued)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Plantin
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Primer
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Sabon
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkbnnopqrstuvwxyz
Tiffany
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Trump Mediaeval
The characters from each face were arranged in the following phrase of
short nonsense words.
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Nonsense words were chosen so as not to influence the reader's judgement
by associating pre-established feelings with real words. A phrase rather than
an alphabet was chosen in order to more closely resemble type material, the
form in which messages are transmitted to establish meaning. The intent
was to simulate a book title as it may appear on a book jacket. Samples of
the phrase set with each typeface can be found in Table 3.
The characters which made up each nonsense word in the phrase
consisted of samples illustrating a variety of typographical characteristics
such as capitals, lower case, characters with ascenders, characters with
descenders and characters with neither.
The size of a typeface is measured in points. One point equals approx
imately 1/72 of an inch. Text sizes (those sizes used for setting text material)
range from 6 point to 12 point. Sizes considered appropriate for setting
larger type such as headlines or tides are 14 point ormore. The nonsense
phrase, used for each stimulus in this experiment was set in 36 point, a
display size.
19
Table 3
Experimental Phrase
(actual size)
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Bembo
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Benguait
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Bookman
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Century Expanded
Flapnit Klisser eor Sug
Cooper Black
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Eras
20
Table 3 (continued)
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugno
Eras Bold
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Franklin Gothic
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Garamond
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Helvetica
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Helvetica Bold
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Korinna
21
Table 3 (continued)
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Melior
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Palatino
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Palatino Bold
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Plantin
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Primer
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Sabon
22
Table 3 (continued)
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugn
Tiffany
Flapnit Klisser eor Sugnoy
Trump Mediaeval
Subjects
Subjects were adults chosen at random, 18 years and older. Sex, educa
tional background, geographic location or socio-economic status were not
factors in this study. It was the aim of this experimentor to sample the
literate general public.
Instructions
Based on results by Osgood et al., the slowest college student subject
could make judgements at the rate of ten items per minute and most coming
closer to 20 items perminute once under way.
Twenty-two items were judged for each stimulus. The stimuli were
mounted on cards so that selection and order of the typefaces selected was
varied. Each stimulus was viewed at a comfortable viewing distance (as
23
adjusted by the subject) with the viewing plane approximately
perpendicular to the line of sight. This 90 angle was considered by
booksellers as the optimum viewing angle for readability of covers of
face-out books.
The subjects were asked to judge seven stimuli which made the testing
last approximately 8-16 minutes. They were told that the purpose of the
experiment was to study the meaning of certain things by comparing them
to descriptive words. They were shown seven different type illustrations and
asked to judge them by marking the appropriate blank of the scale as to how
they felt aboutwhat they saw. They were instructed not to go back to
previous questions or try to remember how similar items were checked.
Each item was independent of the others. They were to work as quickly as
possible and give their first true impression and not what they think the
answer should be.
Part 2
Corollary Testing
The purpose of the second part was to find whether the connotations and
feelings from the typefaces judged corresponded with the content of books
whose jackets incorporated those faces.
Stimuli
The stimuli used in Part 2 of this study were book jackets. The jackets
considered were strictly type, which incorporated typefaces chosen from
Part 1 . The jackets did not contain any illustrations that would have given
24
indications as to the content of the book and possibly influence judgement.
The content matter of the books was determined in a general manner by
reviewing
publishers' listings, noting bookstore shelving categories and by
reading the summaries on the jacket flaps. A list ofmain shelving categories
from B. Dalton Booksellers andWaldenbooks can be found in Appendix A. A
list of categories from the publisher catalogs ofDoubleday & Co., Inc. and
Price, Stern & Sloan, Publishers, Inc. can be found in Appendix B.
25
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER TV
26 Osgood et al., p. 76.
27 Osgood et al., p. 80.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Parti
Results
A normal distribution was set up for each pair of attributes with the
mean=Neutral and each step in the scale away from N equal to one standard
deviation. The scale of the normal curve was changed to a Z-scale as shown
below.
N
hot : : : : : : : : cold
-3-2-10 1 2 3
The number indicates the standard deviation while the sign (- or +) indicates
to which attribute it is referring. Minus (-) for the attribute to the left of
Neutral (N) and plus (+) for the attribute to the right. The results can be
found in Appendix B.
For example, using a table of Z-values, 1.0621 on the hot/cold scale
indicates that a standard deviation slightly over one (approximately 85% of
the sample population) recognizes a particular typeface as being
"cold." A
number such as -2.0060 would indicate that two standard deviations (almost
98% of the sample population) feel another face to be
"hot." Appendix C
contains a table ofZ-values for the Normal Distribution Function.
27
A standard normal distribution curve (bell curve) was set up for each
pair of opposite attributes. On each curve the Z-values of each typefaces
were plotted in order to illustrate the degree of feeling toward the particular
pair of attributes relative to the other typefaces.
The following abbreviations for the typeface names were used on the
curves.
Table 4
Typeface Abbreviations
Bembo BO Helvetica Bold HB
Benguiat BE Korinna K
Bookman BK Melior M
Century Expanded CE Palatino P
Cooper Black CB Palatino Bold PB
Eras E Plantin PL
Eras Bold EB Primer PR
Franklin Gothic F Sabon S
Garamond G Tiffany T
Helvetica H Trump Mediaeval TM
28
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Analysis
A general examination of the curves shows there is a definite sensitivity
as to the degree in which a typeface possesses a particular attribute. For the
purposes of this experiment, a typeface from the ones tested was considered
to possess an attribute from the list if the data collected showed a standard
deviation of one or higher. This indicated that about 85% of the population
tested agreed in their feeling about a certain typeface having a particular
characteristic. The first two pairs of attributes from the list, hard/soft and
light/heavy will be disregarded as they were intended to aid the subject in
becoming familiar and accustomed to the manner of testing. None of these
four attributes can literally describe the subject matter of a book.
The following is a list of the typefaces possessing attributes with a
standard deviation of one or higher, the attributes and the Z-values.
Note: If the above criteria are met, the attributes hard, soft, light and
heavy and the corresponding Z-values will be included in this initial listing
as interest to the reader. They will not be included in Part 2 of the analysis.
Table 5
Typefaces Possessing Attributes
of one Standard Deviation or Higher
Typeface Attribute Z-Value
BO Bembo traditional 1.0060
relaxed 1.0398
peaceful 1.1879
BK Bookman heavy 1.0095
CE Century Expanded pleasing -1.1284
Table 5 (continued)
Tvpeface Attribute Z-Value
CB Cooper Black heavy 2.9112
E Eras modern -2.1849
trendy -2.0870
youthful -1.0035
FJB Eras Bold hard -2.2315
heavy 1.7438
modern -2.0316
energetic -1.3893
prominent -1.0353
trendy -1.6218
active -1.1689
F Franklin Gothic hard -1.5062
heavy 4.5137
masculine -1.1271
rugged -1.3032
unmoving 1.1722
G Garamond expensive -1.3360
traditional 1.0656
peaceful 1.0087
mature 1.0584
H Helvetica unmoving 1.0584
straight-forward 1.7607
dispassionate 1.0215
HB Helvetica Bold hard -2.3541
heavy -2.7700
rugged -1.6859
unmoving 1.3511
straight-forward 1.2068
dispassionate 1.6354
Table 5 (continued)
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Typeface
P Palatino
PB Palatino Bold
S Sabon
T Tiffany
Attribute
peaceful
heavy
Z-Value
1.1600
1.0429
conservative 1.0897
traditional 1.1567
interesting -1.7509
The faces chosen for Part 2 of the experiment were those having more
than one attribute.
Table 6
Typefaces Possessing
more than one Attribute
BO Bembo:
E Eras:
EB Eras Bold:
F Franklin Gothic:
G Garamond:
H Helvetica:
HB Helvetica Bold:
traditional, relaxed, peaceful
modern, trendy, youthful
modern, energetic, prominent, trendy,
active
masculine, rugged, unmoving
expensive, traditional, peaceful, mature
unmoving, straight-forward, dispassionate
rugged, unmoving, straight-forward
dispassionate
Sabon: conservative, traditional
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Part 2
Results
The purpose of this second part was to findwhether the connotations of
the typefaces judged corresponded with the content of books whose jackets
incorporated those faces. The stimuli used here were book jackets which
incorporated one of the eight typefaces chosen from Part 1, (see in Table 6
above).
The following is a sampling of books for each typeface, a brief indication
of content and the categories (and sub-categories) under which they are
indexed. Sample book jackets for some of the following books can be found
in Appendix E.
BO Bembo:
traditional, relaxed, peaceful
Rails of the World: A Monograph of the Family Rallidac.
by S. Dillon Ripley
species of birds and fossil species/Non-fiction/Nature
Harper's Portable Book of Bible Selections
compiled by Martin H. Manser
Bibles
On WritingWell
William Zinsser
An informal guide to writing non-fiction/Writing skills/Reference
O To Be a. Dragon: New Poems
by Marianne Moor
Poetry
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E Eras:
modern, trendy, youthful
A Certain People: American Jews and their Lives Today
by Charles E. Silberman
Society's views of the past and present/interviews/Non-fiction
The Three Daughters ofMadame Liong
by Pearl S. Buck
Takes place in China/drama about family and country/Fiction
Bottom Line Issues in Retailing
by Randy L. Allen
Retail/Business/Management
Rand McNallv Road Atlas: United States/Canada/Mexico. Deluxe Edition
Maps/Travel
EB Eras Bold:
modern, energetic, prominent, trendy, active
The LippincottManual ofNursing Practice. 4th edition
Health
The Transfer Pricing Problem: A Theory for Practice
by Robert G. Eccles
Interviews with managers and companies/Business/Accounting
Programming Primer
by Robert P. Taylor
A graphic introduction to computer programming/BASIC and Pascal/
Computers/Computer languages
Mastering Graphics: Design and Production Made Easy
Reference for the editing and production of publications/Arts and
Photography/Instruction
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F Franklin Gothic:
masculine, rugged, unmoving
EveryWoman's Pharmacy
by Wm. F. Rayburn, MD, Frederick P. Zuspan, MD and Jeanne T. Fitzgerald
Medical/Reference
How to Have Confidence and Power in Dealing with People
by Les Giblin
Psychology and Self-improvement
Barron's English the Easy Wav
Educational/Learning Aids
Production for the Graphic Designer
by James Craig
Print production/Graphic Arts/Art and Photography
G Garamond:
expensive, traditional, peaceful, mature
The American Space: Meaning in 19th Century Landscape Photography
edited by Daniel Wolf
Photography
Running Your Own Business: A Woman's Guide to Surviving the First Two
Years
by Peg Moran
Business/Women's Interest
A Little Treasury of American Poetry
edited by OscarWilliams
Poetry from colonial times to the present/Poetry
Power Over Your Pain Without Drugs
by Neal H. Olshan, Ph.D.
Pain control through self-hypnosis, relaxation techniques/Medical/Self-help
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H Helvetica:
unmoving, straight-forward, dispassionate
Chilton's Mechanics' Handbook. Vols. 1-7
Car repair service manuals/Theory, fundamentals and procedures/
Auto/Auto Repair/Auto Care
Barron's Regents Exams and Answers
Business/Business Law/Business and Math/Study Guides
On Death and Dying
by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
What the dying have to teach doctors, nurses, clergy and their own
families/Self-improvement
Collin's Spanish-English English-Spanish Dictionary
Foreign Language/Reference
HB Helvetica Bold:
rugged, unmoving, straight-forward, dispassionate
How to Save Thousands ofDollars on Your Mortgage
by Michael Sherman, PhD
Business/Real Estate
Graphic Design Studio Procedures
by David Gates
Guide to the preparation if art and copy for reproduction/Art and
Photography/Instruction
Simple & Direct: A Rhetoric for Writers
by Jacques Barzun
Guide to writing skills/Non-fiction/Writing
"X" Rated Riddles!
by Matt Phillips
Jokes/Humor
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S Sabon:
conservative, traditional
Correspondence ofThomas Carlvle and John Ruskin
edited by George Allan Cate
Collection of letters/19th century literature/Literature
New Options. New Dilemmas: An Interprofessinal Approach to Life or Death
Decisions
by Anne S. Allen
Contributions ofmedical science to prolong life/social, ethical, economic and
professional issues and decisions/Health/Psychology
The Four Gospels and the Revelation
Richmond Lattimore
Newly translated from Greek/Religion
Still the Golden Door: The ThirdWorld Comes to America
by DavidM. Reimers
American immigration/changes in American society and issues/Sociology
Analysis
Bembo: traditional vs. trendy
relaxed vs. excited
peaceful vs. violent
The characteristic of peaceful as opposed to violent applies to 100% of
this sampling. Harper's Portable Book of Bible Selections, and Rails of the
World could be considered traditional (vs. trendy) material whereas the
other 50% of the books cannot be described as having either characteristic.
Relaxed (vs. excited) does not seem to appropriately describe any of the
categories of the sampling.
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Eras: modern vs. old-fashioned
trendy vs. traditional
youthful vs. mature
The sampling for this typeface seems to correspond most closely with the
typeface's characteristic ofmodern. All of the books' subject matter is
concerned with current issues and current practices as in Bottom Line Issues.
or contain updated data and information as in the Rand McNallv Road Atlas.
A Certain People and The Three Daughters compare how present-day issues
compare with the past.
None of the books fall into the categories of Beginning Readers, Toddler/
Pre-school, Young Adults or Young Adults 13 and up in order that the charac
teristic of youthful would apply.
Trendy, as the opposite of traditional, may somewhat fit in regard to A
Certain People and Bottom Line Issues in that the content of these two books
concern present views by society and current business and management
practices.
Eras Bold modern vs. old-fashioned
energetic vs. relaxed
prominent vs. ordinary
trendy vs. traditional
active vs. passive
All the books from this sampling coincide with the characteristic of
modern (vs. old-fashioned) and trendy (vs. traditional). They all have
content concerning current and up-to-date practices or issues.
The characteristic of energetic (vs. relaxed) does not clearly apply to this
sampling unless health practice, accounting, computer languages and graphic
art production are synonymous with this adjective. Active (vs. passive) may
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more closely apply to 100% of the sampling in the sense that the subject
matter of this sampling relates to information or instruction on performing a
specific task.
The characteristic of prominent (vs. ordinary) may reflect that Eras Bold
is a typeface that will be noticed by the general public in regard to the fact
that they do not consider it as being ordinary.
Franklin Gothic
masculine vs. feminine
rugged vs. delicate
unmoving vs. sentimental
If a masculine characteristic is associated with men book buyers (or
readers) and a feminine characteristic associated with women book buyers
(or readers), the medical reference book, EveryWoman's Pharmacy, is
marketed toward a male audience. A contradiction seems to occur with the
use of Franklin Gothic on this book jacket and this typeface possessing the
characteristic of masculine.
Although this book was not categorized underWomen's Interest or a
similar listing, it seems safe to conclude that it is generally directed but not
limited to female readers.
The other 75% of the sampling does not seem to be directed to a specific
male or female audience.
The characteristic unmoving (vs. sentimental) most closely applies to 75%
of the sampling in that the content matter of these books references
objective rather than subjective material.
Twenty-five percent of the sampling, with the catergory of Psychology
and Self-Improvement, can imply the characteristic of rugged in that the
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content of this book concerns having confidence and power in dealing with
people. Seventy-five percent of the sampling with the categories Medical/
Reference, Educational/Learning Aids and Art and Photography cannot be
identified with either rugged or delicate.
Garamond expensive vs. cheap
traditional vs. trendy
peaceful vs. violent
mature vs. youthful
All of the categories of the samples for this typeface are for the mature
reader. Twenty-five percent of the sampling, Treasury ofAmerican Poetry.
corresponds with a traditional subject while 75% deals with current issues.
Running Your Own Business (25% of the sampling) most closely relates to
the attribute expensive (vs. cheap). The other sample books do not primarily
deal with price, costs or monetary issues.
As to the characteristic peaceful (vs. violent), none of the categories in
which these samples were listed, nor the general content of the books
themselves indicated having a subject with either of these attributes.
Although these books could contain both aspects in some small respect
within certain parts of each book, the overall content could not be described
as peaceful or non-violent.
Helvetica unmoving vs. sentimental
straight-forward vs. mysterious
dispassionate vs. romantic
All of the contents of the samples for this typeface are of a
straight-forward (vs. mysterious) subject as are all of the categories under
which they are listed.
The Auto Repair, Foreign Language/Reference, Business andMath/
Study Guide categories (75% of the sampling) correspond with both
characteristics unmoving (vs. sentimental) and dispassionate (vs. romantic.)
The Self-improvement sample (25% of the sampling) cannot be
specifically categorized as unmoving (vs. sentimental) or dispassionate
(vs. romantic) as there is evidence supporting each side of the scale in the
individual contents of this book.
Helvetica Bold
rugged vs. delicate
unmoving vs. sentimental
straight-forward vs. mysterious
dispassionate vs. romantic
All the samples for this typeface are of a straight-forward (vs. mysterious)
and dispassionate (vs. romantic) nature. Seventy-five percent of the sampling,
How to Save Thousands ofDollars. Graphic Design Studio Procedures, and
Simple & Direct, in fact, are "How to" or instructional books. This 75% also
illustrates the characteristic of unmoving (vs. sentimental.)
The last book of the sample is categorized under Jokes/Humor and would
seem most appropriate if this typeface possessed the characteristic of
humorous (vs. serious). The data, however, shows a standard deviation of
-.8668, or that approximately 80% of the population felt it to be serious.
Although the characteristic rugged does not directly apply to this sampling,
neither does its antonym characteristic (delicate), It would seem that other
characteristics would be more appropriate to this sampling or another typeface
would have been more appropriate on the outside jackets.
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Sabon conservative vs. liberal
traditional vs. trendy
From the sampling, 50% corresponds with the characteristic conservative
(vs. liberal); Correspondence of Carlvle and Ruskin and The Four Gospels.
Fifty percent, New Options, and Still the Golden Door, more correctly
illustrate the characteristic liberal rather than its antonym.
For the characteristic traditional (vs. trendy), the same 50% of the
sampling corresponds here, whereas the other fifty percent corresponds to
the opposite. This fifty percent deals with current issues where the
characteristic modern would be more appropriate. The standard deviation
for modern (vs. old-fashioned) was .3402 or approximately 63% of the
population felt it had this characteristic.
Conclusions
Table 7 is a composite chart of the eight typefaces from Part 2 and their
attributes. From the individual samplings of book jackets for each typeface,
the percentage of books from the sampling with content that corresponded
to each attribute is given.
In examining the overall results, the range of percentages of
corresponding content to attributes spans from 0 to 100%. From the data
collected, it does not seem that the reason a typeface is chosen for a book
jacket is based on an attribute/content relationship. Some choices were very
appropriate for the content; ie. Eras Bold shows 100% of the sampling
corresponded with four of its five attributes. Other choices showed a vast
inconsistency; ie. Franklin Gothic with percentages of 0, 25% and 100%
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respectively for three attributes and Garamond possessing four attributes
with percentages of 0, 25%, 25% and 100% respectively.
Although books are broken down into categories and sub-categories
based on their content by the publishers and book-sellers, the data collected
here do not indicate that those responsible for designing the book jackets
always take this categorizing into consideration when choosing typefaces to
be used on the jackets of these books.
Approaching this concept from the opposite direction; if the categorizing
of books based on their content is reflected in a book's jacket design, those
responsible for choosing the type are not always aware of the feelings and
connotations the typeface depicts.
Table 7
Composite Listing of Percentages of Samplings
Corresponding to Attributes
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BO E EB F G H HB S
conservative 50%
traditional 50% 25% 50%
peaceful 100% 0%
relaxed 0%
expensive 25%
mature 100%
youthful 0%
modern 100% 100%
trendy 50% 100%
energetic 0%
prominent 100%
active 100%
masculine 0%
rugged 25% 0%
unmoving 75% 75% 100%
straight-forward 100% 100%
dispassionate 75% 100%
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CHAPTER VI
COROLLARY INVESTIGATION
Evidence shows that typefaces do stimulate feelings and therefore could
enhance a reader's perception of a book's content by using a certain typeface
on its cover. Based on the conclusion from this experiment that indicates that
those responsible for choosing the typefaces for book jackets do not choose
them based on publishers'and booksellers' categories or an attribute/content
relationship, some investigation was done into the reasons designers and
artists do choose typefaces when designing book jackets.
It seems that each designer has his or her own procedure and reasons
behind choosing or designing a typeface for a particular project. An example
of this is indicated through the poll taken by CA magazine referenced in
Chapter rv of this paper (see footnote 25.) A pertinent factor in choosing
type for books and their jackets is the protocol which is used in various
publishing houses.
Editorial meetings take place at the start of a project where any com
bination of representatives from the marketing, sales and art departments
meet with the editor to discuss the plans for the book. These meetings
include discussion regarding color, illustration and typestyles as well as
marketing and promotional strategies.
Being that the book's jacket is an integral part of the marketing and
promotion of the book, ideas and suggestions from the marketing and sales
staffmay play a major role in the approach to its design. Depending on the
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company, the requisition for a cover design may be initiated by the editor
who has read the manuscript and discussed its content with the author, or
from an account representative from marketing who is responsible for the
selling of the book. M In cases such as these, the possibility of decisions
regarding the choice of typefaces may come from the untrained and
uneducated in the field of typography.
For some mass marketed paperbacks where budgets may allow an art
director to hire specific talents, the job of producing a cover may be divided
among several people: one to do illustration, one to spec type, and another to
do hand lettering. A typeface may be used on the final cover that the illus
trator would never have chosen to accompany his
illustration.29 In a dis
cussion with Erich Hobbing, a book designer at Dodd-Mead, it was stated that
in some cases the designer may not even have a choice in choosing the
illustration, photos or type to appear on the cover as this may have been
already decided by the author.30
Mr. Hobbing states that it is not uncommon for jackets to be designed even
before the manuscript is complete. The jacket design and artwork may be
needed for sales catalogs, advertising and promotional purposes. In this case,
the designermay only get a brief description of what the book is
about.31
It is the art director's, designer's or freelance artist's job to get the correct
understanding of the book and its nature as well as a sense of the cover's
potential for sales-effectiveness. 32 "Publishing executives believe there is
no other way you can get a sense of the book. Sometimes they will provide
you with summaries, but they really prefer you to read the whole man
states John Sposato, a New York designer and illustrator.33
Unfortunately, with tight deadlines, it is not always possible for the designer
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to read the manuscript and the responsibility for accurate representation
may fall to the
editor.34
Publishing houses compile lists of the books they choose to publish. The
reputation of the publisher and the consistency of an image may prescribe
the choice of typefaces. At Pantheon Books, when a single list of new books
was relatively small, Louise Fili, Pantheon's art director states she used to
design all the jackets herself. "... [it] gave me tight control of the Pantheon
look."35 Now, with a list of 55 to 60 books or more, she uses freelancers
which gives her the opportunity to develop a range of styles. "I do want a
consistent look, but I don'twant everything to look the same,
either,"
says
Ms. Fili. ^
This designer believes the process of designing a book jacket begins with
the manuscript. In the jackets she does design herself, Ms. Fili tries to read
the manuscript itself, though sometimes books come to her in bits and
pieces. In the course of one project which had already gone through several
design proposals, revisions and rejections, a meeting with the editor
promptedMs. Fili to reread the manuscript for the book a second time. She
consulted with another publishing professional and arrived at the two-word
description for the feeling the book was trying to portray; "lush and
vivid."
The jacket was designed to convey these exact
feelings.37
Dave Calver, a freelance illustrator among whose work includes Pantheon
book covers, also designs his book jackets to "elicit [an] emotional response."38
His personal tastes influence his choice of typefaces and colors, which he feels
are interrelated with the illustration and design to create this feeling. When
considering the typography for a jacket, Mr. Calver looks at physical charac
teristics of individual letters and then modifies or redesigns them if needed.
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He does not consider the readability or legibility of typefaces when choosing
them for his covers. The design is most important, with readability being
second.39
Massino Vignelli, a designer who has done a number of books and jackets for
Chanticleer Press, aNew York-based packager that produces books for different
publishers, uses the grid as the basic component in his book designs. In his
opinion, the most important characteristic of a typeface is its legibility. Mr.
Vignelli uses five typefaces in his book projects believing them to be the most
legible. The other 99% he considers to be "trendy and faddish."40
Vignelli prefers designing the book's cover, front and back matter at the end
of the project unless the publisher needs a jacket for promotional purposes. By
this stage of the project he feels he has the overall sense of the book.41
Other limiting factors, Mr. Hobbing states, are that some publishers deal
with certain typehouses with their specific selection of typefaces. Production
or printing restrictions may influence choices, for example, space considera
tions may dictate character widths and character/pica counts or techniques
such as hot stamping, die-cutting or embossing may confine typefaces to
certain physical
characteristics.42
At the introduction of this corollary investigation, the hypothesis of this
experiment and the results were relayed to various book designers and
graphic arts professionals. Whether or not these professionals were familiar
with actual tests or past studies, they all believed the conclusion that
typefaces can convey certain feelings to be true. In regard to the conclusion
that those responsible for choosing typefaces for book jackets may not be
aware of the feelings people get from typefaces, the question was asked to
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these professionals as to whether they felt resource material containing this
type of information would be valuable. The responses were unanimously
in favor.
The designers stated their use of information such as this would most likely
coincide with their own methods for choosing type for projects in varying
degrees. They did not expect their choices to be solely based on these findings
but that it could conceivably influence or alter an initial choice.
Michael Coakes, a freelance artist and illustrator, expressed that the more
information he has on a typeface, the better able he is to apply its unique
attributes to a design.43
Typography has always been the primary element in any type of pub
lication to facilitate communication between the author and the reader. The
printed word has a unique ability to generate feelings of interest, curiosity
and enthusiasm, among others, and this exchange of feelings occurs when the
reader turns his attention to the printed page.
Visual communication has heightened to near-saturation points with
increased production ofmovies, television and videos as well as the printed
media. The general public's appetite for visual excitement has also increased.
With the clamor for a reader's attention in bookstores today, successful book
jackets must cut through the barrage of its competition long enough for a mes
sage to register with the reader. This may result in more emphasis placed on
designers to examine all aspects of good design; typography being the forefront.
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CHAPTER VII
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study has shown that there are various reasons why specific typefaces
are chosen when designing jackets for books. Based on the responses from
graphic arts professionals, it seems that the juxtapositioning of typography
with other design elements such as color, illustration, photography and layout,
as an overall concept, may influence the reader's perception of a book's
content. It would be of interest to experiment with two variables in a similar
study.
This study approached the hypothesis from the direction of the feelings
associated with the typefaces and then comparing them with the contents of
books. These same antonym pairs could be used to test the publisher's and
bookseller's categories, or actual book titles themselves, and compare these
results with the connotations received from the typefaces.
An extension of this could be the matching of a nonsense phrase, set in
various typefaces, with the various categories for the books. Do the matches
correlate with the attributes of either the typefaces or the book categories?
Various attributes of a typeface itself can contribute to its perceived
feeling. This experiment involved three sets of typefaces where both the
roman and bold weights were tested. This data calls for further study.
It seems likely that the best marketing of a product would be for it (a book
in this case) to stand out from its competition. Should a book's jacket design
consider similarities between its content and feelings associated with
typefaces, illustrations and graphics or go against these to attract consumer
attention? A study in this direction would also be of value.
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APPENDICES
APPENDDC A
Main Shelving Categories
B. Dalton Booksellers andWaldenbooks
Action and Suspense
Activity Books
All Ages
Antiques
Art
Art/Crafts/Hobbies
Art/Photography
Astrology and Occult
Auto/Auto Repair/Auto Care
Beginning Readers 5-8 yrs.
Bibles
Biography
Business
Business/Economics
Business Law
Child Care
Child Care/Sex Education
Collectibles
Computers
Computers (general)
Advanced Computing
Personal Computers
Computer Languages
Cooking
Current Events
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Dictionaries
Drama
Drama/Poetry
Fiction
Fitness
Fitness/Beauty
Foreign Language Reference
Fiction and Literature
Film
Games and Recreation
Games/Hobbies
Gardening
Health
Health and Diet
History
Home Care
House and Home
Humor
Investing
Languages
Learning Aids
Local Interest
Medical Reference
Movies and TV
Music and Dance
Mysteries
Nature
Non-fiction
Personal Computing
Pets
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Pets and Animals
Philosophy
Pre-School
Psychology and Self-Improvement
Real Estate
Reference
Religion
Religion and Inspirational
Romance
Science Fiction
Science and Technical
Self-Improvement
Sex/Marriage
Ships, Trains and Planes
Social Science
Sociology and Anthropology
Sports
Toddler/Pre-School
Travel
Westerns
Young Adults
Young Adults 13 and up
APPENDED B
Publisher Catalog Listings
Doubleday & Company, Inc. and
Price, Stern and Sloan Publishers, Inc.
Adult
Adult Trade/Non-fiction
Antiques/Collectibles
Art
Art/Architecture/Photography
Art History
Arts & Photography/Instruction
Autobiography
Biography/Autobiography
Business
Business/Economics
Careers
Celebrity Biography
Childbirth/Child Care/Family
Child Care
Children's Books
Computers
Computer Reference
Cookbooks
Cooking/Wine
Crafts and Sewing
Current Affairs
Dance
Diet/Health/Exercise/Grooming
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Education
Environmental
Equistrian Interest
Erotica
Essays
Fashion
Fictional Biography
Games
Gardening/Indoor Plants
Government
Guide Books (maps)
Health
History
History/Politics
Hobbies
Humor/Games
Inspiration
Investment
Law
Literature
Love/Sex/Marriage
Medical
Reference Medical
Movies
Movie/TV Tie-ins
Music
Mystery
Natural Science
Nature
Non-fiction/General
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Personal Finance
Philosophy/Eastern Religions
Photography
Poetry
Politics
Pop Arts
Psychology/Pop Psychology
Popular Culture
Reference
Religion
Religion/Catholic
Retirement
Romance
Science/Math
Science Fiction
Scripture Studies
Self-Help
Sociology
Sociology/Anthropology/Archeology
Sports/Recreation/Outdoor Activity
Technical
Test Preparation
Theology
Theology/Western Religions
Travel/Domestic
Travel/Foreign
Women's Studies
Writing
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Table 8
Z-Values for Normal Distribution Function
z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09
0.0 0.5000 0.5040 0.5080 0.5120 0.5160 0.5199 0.5239 0.5279 0.5319 0.5359
0 1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 0.5636 0.5675 0.5714 0.5753
0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 0.6026 06064 0.6103 06141
0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 0.6443 0.6480 0.6517
0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 0.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.6808 0.6844 0.6879
0.5 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.7019 0.7054 0.7088 0.7123 0.7157 0.7190 0.7224
06 0.7257 0.7291 0.7324 0.7357 0.7389 0.7422 0.7454 0.7486 0.7517 0.7549
0.7 0.7580 0.7611 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.7764 0.7794 0.7823 0.7852
0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0.7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 0.805 1 0.8078 0.8106 0.8133
0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 08315 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389
1.0 0.8413 0.8438 0.8461 0.8485 0.8508 - 0.8531 0.8554 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621
1.1 0.8643 0.8665 0.8686 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 0.8770 0.8790 0.8810 0.8830
1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 0.8962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015
1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.9115 0.9131 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177
1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.9222 0.9236 0.9251 0.9265 0.9279 0.9292 0.9306 0.9319
1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 0.9441
1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525 0.9535 0.9545
1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616 0.9625 0.9633
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 0.9686 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 0.9750 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767
2.0 09772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 0.9803 0.9808 0.9812 0.9817
2.1 0 9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 0.9881 0.9884 0.9887 0.9890
2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 0.9909 0.9911 0.9913 0.9916
2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 0.9931 0.9932 0.9934 0.9936
2.5 0.9938 0.994O 0.9941 0.9943 0.9945 0.9946 0.9948 0.9949 0.9951 0.9952
2.6 0.9953 0.9955 9.9956 0.9957 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962 0.9963
0.9964
2.7 09965 0.9966 0.9967 0.9968 0.9969 0.9970 0.9971
0.9972 0.9973 0.9974
2.8 0.9974 0.9975 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 0.9978
0.9979 0.9979 0.9980 0.9981
2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984
0.9984 0.9985 0.9985 0.9986 0.9986
3 0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9988
0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990
3.1 0.9990 0.9991 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992
0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9993 0.9993
3.2 0.9993 0.9993 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994
0.9994 0.9994 0.9995 0.9995 0.9995
3 3 09995 0.9995 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996
0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9997
3 4 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997
0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9997 0.9998
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Attributes and Z-Values for
Typefaces Tested
Bembo
hard/soft .9972 prominent/ordinary .2072
light/heavy -.5076 trendy/traditional 1.0060
serious/humorous -.5669 excited/relaxed 1.0398
expensive/cheap -.4056 impulsive/restrained .7734
pleasing/annoying -.4451 active/passive .7163
modern/old-fashioned .0485 violent/peaceful 1.1879
energetic/relaxed .2692 sentimental/unmoving .0326
interesting/boring -.4736 informative/frivolous .3740
masculine/feminine .2894 youthful/mature .3740
liberal/conservative .3601 mysterious/straight-forward .4854
rugged/delicate .3237 romantic/dispassionate -.1059
86
Benguiat
hard/soft .0531 prominent/ordinary .8797
light/heavy .2112 trendy/traditional -.3367
serious/humorous .4373 excited/relaxed -.4251
expensive/cheap -.3129 impulsive/restrained .2108
pleasing/annoying .3993 active/passive .6760
modern/old-fashioned -.6856 violent/peaceful .5382
energetic/relaxed .5905 sentimental/unmoving .0311
interesting/boring -.8650 informative/frivolous .6988
masculine/feminine .3467 youthful/mature -.3295
liberal/conservative .5178 mysterious/straight-forward -.1630
rugged/delicate .2552 romantic/dispassionate .1885
Bookman
hard/soft -.8625 prominent/ordinary .0094
light/heavy 1.0095 trendy/traditional .4669
serious/humorous -.4036 excited/relaxed .0063
expensive/cheap .0163 impulsive/restrained .0493
pleasing/annoying .0896 active/passive .1861
modern/old-fashioned .1678 violent/peaceful .0946
energetic/relaxed 0.0000 sentimental/unmoving .4381
interesting/boring .1326 informative/frivolous .1049
masculine/feminine -.4145 youthful/mature .3069
liberal/conservative .3683 mysterious/straight-forward .5360
rugged/delicate -.3973 romantic/dispassionate .2008
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Century Expanded
hard/soft -.0047 prominent/ordinary .2430
light/heavy -.2728 trendy/traditional .8056
serious/humorous -.5193 excited/relaxed .3363
expensive/cheap .7519 impulsive/restrained .8272
pleasing/annoying -1.1284 active/passive .3613
modern/old-fashioned .4380 violent/peaceful .8635
energetic/relaxed .2630 sentimental/unmoving -.2123
interesting/boring -.2758 informative/frivolous .5691
masculine/feminine .0333 youthful/mature .7602
liberal/conservative .4746 mysterious/straight-forward .6843
rugged/delicate .1063 romantic/dispassionate .0595
Cooper Black
hard/soft -.7267 prominent/ordinary -.7058
light/heavy 2.9112 trendy/traditional .7679
serious/humorous .3142 excited/relaxed -.4178
expensive/cheap .4111 impulsive/restrained -.7161
pleasing/annoying -.0504 active/passive .6024
modern/old-fashioned .5099 violent/peaceful .3130
energetic/relaxed -.4886 sentimental/unmoving .2531
interesting/boring -.3756 informative/frivolous .2068
masculine/feminine .5809 youthful/mature .3548
liberal/conservative -.4227 mysterious/straight-forward .3751
rugged/delicate -.8472 romantic/dispassionate .5502
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Eras
hard/soft .2504 prominent/ordinary -.4880
light/heavy -.3077 trendy/traditional -2.0870
serious/humorous .2868 excited/relaxed -.4272
expensive/cheap -.4109 impulsive/restrained -.7519
pleasing/annoying -.6640 active/passive -.2510
modern/old-fashioned -2.1849 violent/peaceful .5147
energetic/relaxed -.2560 sentimental/unmoving -.2007
interesting/boring -.8762 informative/frivolous .0883
masculine/feminine -.1879 youthful/mature -1.0035
liberal/conservative -.4176 mysterious/straight-forward .4344
rugged/delicate .7141 romantic/dispassionate -.2177
Eras Bold
hard/soft -1.2315 prominent/ordinary -1.0353
light/heavy 1.7438 trendy/traditional -1.6218
serious/humorous .0134 excited/relaxed .8031
expensive/cheap .5024 impulsive/restrained -.5195
pleasing/annoying -.0531 active/passive -1.1689
modern/old-fashioned -2.0316 violent/peaceful -.6405
energetic/relaxed -1.3893 sentimental/unmoving .3638
interesting/boring -.3532 informative/frivolous .0820
masculine/feminine -.9945 youthful/mature -.5725
liberal/conservative -.6421 mysterious/straight-forward .2904
rugged/delicate -.8707 romantic/dispassionate .2656
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Franklin Gothic
hard/soft -1.5062 prominent/ordinary -.2956
light/heavy 4.5137 trendy/traditional -.3056
serious/humorous -.4258 excited/relaxed -.0853
expensive/cheap .1226 impulsive/restrained -.1426
pleasing/annoying .1761 active/passive -.5263
modern/old-fashioned -.8221 violent/peaceful -.5366
energetic/relaxed -.5965 sentimental/unmoving 1.1722
interesting/boring .5194 informative/frivolous -.5720
masculme/feminine -1.1271 youthful/mature -.3580
liberal/conservative -.0716 mysterious/straight-forward .7174
rugged/delicate -1.3032 romantic/dispassionate .8699
Garamond
hard/soft .5174 prominent/ordinary .1180
light/heavy .7497 trendy/traditional 1.0656
serious/humorous -.8899 excited/relaxed .5112
expensive/cheap -1.3360 impulsive/restrained .6539
pleasing/annoying -.8505 active/passive .4910
modern/old-fashioned .5863 violent/peaceful 1.0087
energetic/relaxed .1328 sentimental/unmoving -.2583
interesting/boring -.4593 informative/frivolous .6798
masculine/feminine .3765 youthful/mature 1.0584
liberal/conservative .9410 mysterious/straight-forward .2622
rugged/delicate .5845 romantic/dispassionate .2829
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Helvetica
hard/soft .2623 prominent/ordinary .6992
light/heavy -.0798 trendy/traditional .2893
serious/humorous .7912 excited/relaxed .6077
expensive/cheap .2013 impulsive/restrained .7387
pleasing/annoying .2031 active/passive .5892
modern/old-fashioned -.6443 violent/peaceful .7887
energetic/relaxed -.0252 sentimental/unmoving 1.0584
interesting/boring .4065 informative/frivolous -.7001
masculine/feminine -.6049 youthful/mature -.2477
liberal/conservative .3235 mysterious/straight-forward 1.7607
rugged/delicate .0398 romantic/dispassionate 1.0215
Helvetica Bold
hard/soft -2.3541 prominent/ordinary .2054
light/heavy 2.7700 trendy/traditional .1765
serious/humorous -.8668 excited/relaxed -.0807
expensive/cheap .7711 impulsive/restrained .2061
pleasing/annoying .4600 active/passive -.1663
modern/old-fashioned -.7150 violent/peaceful .3307
energetic/relaxed -.1971 sentimental/unmoving 1.3511
interesting/boring .5278 informative/frivolous .5904
masculine/feminine -.9945 youthful/mature .0798
liberal/conservative .0369 mysterious/straight-forward 1.2068
rugged/delicate -1.6859 romantic/dispassionate 1.6354
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Korinna
hard/soft .0991 prominent/ordinary .4579
light/heavy -.3241 trendy/traditional -.3142
serious/humorous .1535 excited/relaxed -.0990
expensive/cheap -.6222 impulsive/restrained -.3735
pleasing/annoying -.9405 active/passive .3344
modern/old-fashioned -.4993 violent/peaceful .3307
energetic/relaxed -.3393 sentimental/unmoving .2728
interesting/boring -.6811 informative/frivolous -.1436
masculme/feminine .3755 youthful/mature -.2896
liberal/conservative .3220 mysterious/straight-forward .0730
rugged/delicate .2545 romantic/dispassionate .7854
Melior
hard/soft .3081 prominent/ordinary -.0372
light/heavy -.4273 trendy/traditional .0316
serious/humorous -.2667 excited/relaxed .2818
expensive/cheap -.2165 impulsive/restrained .2681
pleasing/annoying -.4088 active/passive .1390
modern/old-fashioned .0097 violent/peaceful .7171
energetic/relaxed .8423 sentimental/unmoving .1520
interesting/boring -.4599 informative/frivolous -.3329
masculine/feminine -.2108 youthful/mature .0422
liberal/conservative .2019 mysterious/straight-forward .4172
rugged/delicate .0918 romantic/dispassionate .4332
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Palatino
hard/soft .0557 prominent/ordinary -.1305
light/heavy -.3275 trendy/traditional .6650
serious/humorous -.4534 excited/relaxed .3240
expensive/cheap .3248 impulsive/restrained .5137
pleasing/annoying -.4042 active/passive .1271
modern/old-fashioned -.0023 violent/peaceful 1.1600
energetic/relaxed .2510 sentimental/unmoving -.1822
interesting/boring .2128 informative/frivolous .3764
masculine/feminine .0325 youthful/mature .5832
liberal/conservative .0687 mysterious/straight-forward .3688
rugged/delicate .8293 romantic/dispassionate -.2892
Palatino Bold
hard/soft -.9456 prominent/ordinary .2311
light/heavy 1.0429 trendy/traditional .1076
serious/humorous -.3012 excited/relaxed -.0409
expensive/cheap -.4253 impulsive/restrained -.1272
pleasing/annoying .3848 active/passive -.2952
modern/old-fashioned .1867 violent/peaceful .4058
energetic/relaxed .3331 sentimental/unmoving .0990
interesting/boring .3181 informative/frivolous .2205
masculine/feminine -.6078 youthful/mature .2477
liberal/conservative .0952 mysterious/straight-forward .2127
rugged/delicate -.6903 romantic/dispassionate .2264
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Plantin
hard/soft .5030 prominent/ordinary .1262
light/heavy -.5171 trendy/traditional .4166
serious/humorous .2334 excited/relaxed .1804
expensive/cheap .0561 impulsive/restrained .3399
pleasing/annoying -.4012 active/passive .2929
modern/old-fashioned .1744 violent/peaceful .3763
energetic/relaxed .6245 sentimental/unmoving .3722
interesting/boring -.2446 informative/frivolous -.3375
mascuhne/feminine -.2344 youthful/mature .1004
liberal/conservative .4919 mysterious/straight-forward .0771
rugged/delicate .2541 romantic/dispassionate .2246
Primer
hard/soft .2863 prominent/ordinary -.2312
light/heavy -.3470 trendy/traditional .5612
serious/humorous -.8280 excited/relaxed .3567
expensive/cheap -.7697 impulsive/restrained .6352
pleasing/annoying -.4244 active/passive .2213
modern/old-fashioned .4469 violent/peaceful .7854
energetic/relaxed .2638 sentimental/unmoving -.0178
interesting/boring -.1461 informative/frivolous .5064
masculine/feminine -.0053 youthful/mature .5676
liberal/conservative .3058 mysterious/straight-forward .7466
rugged/delicate .4274 romantic/dispassionate .2440
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Sabon
hard/soft .2793 prominent/ordinary -.0797
light/heavy -.1324 trendy/traditional 1.1567
serious/humorous -.6231 excited/relaxed .1952
expensive/cheap -.6105 impulsive/restrained .8573
pleasing/annoying -.8376 active/passive .1891
modern/old-fashioned .3402 violent/peaceful .5784
energetic/relaxed .0820 sentimental/unmoving -.3555
interesting/boring -.2431 informative/frivolous .7179
masculme/femimne .3579 youthful/mature .5311
liberal/conservative 1.0897 mysterious/straight-forward .3899
rugged/delicate .2036 romantic/dispassionate -.0957
Tiffany
hard/soft .3074 prominent/ordinary -.5845
light/heavy 3893 trendy/traditional -.3924
serious/humorous .0500 excited/relaxed -.8330
expensive/cheap -.6910 impulsive/restrained -.3344
pleasing/annoying .2228 active/passive -.7949
modern/old-fashioned -.1981 violent/peaceful .0798
energetic/relaxed -.6125 sentimental/unmoving -.6846
interesting/boring -1.7509 informative/frivolous .2403
masculine/feminine .0983 youthful/mature .3303
liberal/conservative .0300 mysterious/straight-forward -.4029
rugged/delicate -.0272 romantic/dispassionate .8272
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TrumpMediaeval
hard/soft -.4615 prominent/ordinary .0422
light/heavy .2807 trendy/traditional .5630
serious/humorous -.5022 excited/relaxed .2138
expensive/cheap .7280 impulsive/restrained .5230
pleasing/annoying -.1239 active/passive .4188
modern/old-fashioned .3532 violent/peaceful .3055
energetic/relaxed .0267 sentimental/unmoving -.0661
interesting/boring -.1314 informative/frivolous -.6474
masculme/feminine -.5357 youthful/mature .7914
liberal/conservative .6614 mysterious/straight-forward .5463
rugged/delicate -.1837 romantic/dispassionate .1218
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Sample Book Jackets
Figure 23
Bembo
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O TO BE A DRAGON
New Poems
MARIANNE MOORE
Figure 24
Bembo
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A
CERTAIN
CHARLES E
> AuthorofCRISIS IN THE CLASSROOM & CRISIS IN BLACKAND WHITE
ANDTHEIR LIVES
T
Figure 25
Eras
100
r
<:Pearl S. Buck i
sa
The
Three
aughten
mm
m
a?
A NOVEL OF CHINA TODAY
!**
Figure 26
Eras
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Chitton's
Better
Business
Series
Practical solutions
to proolems facing
managers in medium and
large-scale operations
m the 1980s
Bottom Line
Issues in Retailing
The louche Ross GciOe to Retail Management
Randy L. AJIen
Figure 27
Eras
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Figure 28
Eras Bold
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EveryWomaris
Pharmacy
An invaluable
guide for
about the
prescription
and over-
the-counter
drugs they
take and
their side
.fi.rt.
enecis.
Includes
important
information
about:
Common
mecRcal
conditions
women face
Drugs used
to combat
them or
eaminate
discomfort
PossMe
side effects
to the woman
and, if she
is pregnant
or nursing,
to her baby
Interactions
between
commonly
used drugs
Comparative
costs ofdrugs
Witha
generic/brand
name cross-
reference
casestudtos
William F. Rayburn, m.d.,
Frederick P. Zuspan, m.d.,
and Jeanne T. Fitzgerald
Figure 29
Franklin Gothic
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Figure 30
Franklin Gothic
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THE AMERICAN SPACE
MEANING IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
Edited and with Notes by
DANIEL WOLF
Introduction by Robert Adams
9
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS M.ddlecown, Connect,
Figure 31
Garmond
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A WORKBOOK
Running
_ your own ^
Business
A woman's guide
to surviving
thefirst twoyears
Is the Entrepreneurial lifestyle forking fur Mev How Can 1
Make Better Decisions"' Where Can I Find Experts to Helpv
hat are My Profit Centers'" How Can I Develop New Custom
ers? When Should I Increase Staff' Is M\ Competition
Changing' Do I Have a Workahle Marketing Plan? Is M\
Advertising Producing Results' Are M> Suppliers Performing
Well5 Do I Have Enough Insurance" How Can I Get the Money
to Expand? and much, much more
PLUS INTERVIEWS WITH 10 WOMEN
WHO ARE RUNNING
THEIR BUSINESSES SUCCESSFULLY.
FEGMORAN
Figure 32
Garamond
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|THE CHIEF POETS ?
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REVISED EDITION
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Figure 33
Garamond
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Figure 34
Garamond
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HAM3BOOK
SUSPENSION
Figure 35
Helvetica
110
Graphic
Design
Studio
Procedures
Figure 36
Helvetica Bold
Ill
V
1 i
Simple
Direct
A Rhetoric forWriters
Jacques Barzun
An indispensable-and enjoyable-guide to
theArt ofWritingWhatYou Mean
*4
Figure 37
Helvetica Bold
112
THE CORRESPONDENCE OF
THOMAS
CARLYLE
A N D
JOHN RUSKIN
EDITK1) m (, FORCE ALLAN CATE
STANFORD L'NIVERSITY PRESS
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA
1981
Figure 38
Sabon
1 13
Figure 39
Sabon
